
Man: Rigors of modern life got you down?Man: Rigors of modern life got you down?
Your kids don’t respect you, you’re workingYour kids don’t respect you, you’re working

a dead-end job? You’ve got no future?a dead-end job? You’ve got no future?

Lance: Back in the day, the world was open,Lance: Back in the day, the world was open,
we all had futures and we all could dowe all had futures and we all could do

anything we could imagine!anything we could imagine!

Man: I’m ‘Captain’ Lance Heroic, you may remember meMan: I’m ‘Captain’ Lance Heroic, you may remember me
from ‘SPACETV’s TechNo’ TM, ‘The Amazing Incredible Johnnie from ‘SPACETV’s TechNo’ TM, ‘The Amazing Incredible Johnnie 

Jones Hour’ TM and ‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM on FULB-NET.Jones Hour’ TM and ‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM on FULB-NET.



Lance: Not only were we cut off from visiting such exotic locations Lance: Not only were we cut off from visiting such exotic locations 
as Paris, France, Beirut, Lebanon and Topeka, Kansas, The satellites as Paris, France, Beirut, Lebanon and Topeka, Kansas, The satellites 
couldn’t break through the wall to give us quality entertainment!couldn’t break through the wall to give us quality entertainment!

Lance: That’s where FULB-NET stepped in! The bigLance: That’s where FULB-NET stepped in! The big
brains at FULB-NET figured out how to use the power thatbrains at FULB-NET figured out how to use the power that
we all have - our BRAINS - to film quality entertainment!we all have - our BRAINS - to film quality entertainment!

Lance: Lacking access to filming locations inLance: Lacking access to filming locations in
Toronto, there needed to be an alternate way toToronto, there needed to be an alternate way to

bring you all that brain-stimulating entertainment!bring you all that brain-stimulating entertainment!

Lance: But then the darn intra-dimensionalLance: But then the darn intra-dimensional
incursion happened and the mystical BOZZCORPincursion happened and the mystical BOZZCORP

wall went up to protect us all!wall went up to protect us all!



Woman: Oh Lance, you can be my CAPTAIN anytime! But how can Woman: Oh Lance, you can be my CAPTAIN anytime! But how can 
someone like me, with three kids and no prospects, influence someone like me, with three kids and no prospects, influence 

something like the great show ‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM?something like the great show ‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM?

Mae: No way! How did it go from routineMae: No way! How did it go from routine
show about monster trucks to the Sci-Fi smashshow about monster trucks to the Sci-Fi smash

hit, that’s been rebooted five times now?hit, that’s been rebooted five times now?

Lance: Well, Mae, did you know thatLance: Well, Mae, did you know that
‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM was once‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM was once
a show about monster trucks?a show about monster trucks?

Lance: With the power of the FULB-NETWORK,Lance: With the power of the FULB-NETWORK,
we crowd source the power of BRAINS to bring youwe crowd source the power of BRAINS to bring you

semi-interactive stories that YOU can influence!semi-interactive stories that YOU can influence!



Mae: You mean, I’d be able to influence suchMae: You mean, I’d be able to influence such
shows ‘Manduh Bannah’s Hillbilly Hotentots’ TMshows ‘Manduh Bannah’s Hillbilly Hotentots’ TM
and ‘Jilly Allen’s All-Nude Girlie Gameshow’ TM?and ‘Jilly Allen’s All-Nude Girlie Gameshow’ TM?

Mae: That’s right! FULB-NET is powered by Mae: That’s right! FULB-NET is powered by 
DREAMS, right? Pesky lawyers and lawsDREAMS, right? Pesky lawyers and laws

can’t regulate our dreams, right?can’t regulate our dreams, right?

Lance: Correct! And Jilly Allen doesn’t evenLance: Correct! And Jilly Allen doesn’t even
have to be in the network or condone the show’shave to be in the network or condone the show’s

dream-powered usage of her body!dream-powered usage of her body!

Lance: I’m glad you asked, Mae! It’s the power of crowd-Lance: I’m glad you asked, Mae! It’s the power of crowd-
sourcing! The FULB-NETWORK of brains has full creativesourcing! The FULB-NETWORK of brains has full creative
control! A new influx of brains means a new reboot!control! A new influx of brains means a new reboot!



Lance: We’d hate for some unelected pencil-pushingLance: We’d hate for some unelected pencil-pushing
Judge to take away one of the only escapes for thoseJudge to take away one of the only escapes for those
living in the unbearable hell that is Bozztown’s society!living in the unbearable hell that is Bozztown’s society!

Mae: And what about FULB-NET LITE? HowMae: And what about FULB-NET LITE? How
can it change lives of people in Bozztown?can it change lives of people in Bozztown?

Lance: We’d even welcome her family members, like herLance: We’d even welcome her family members, like her
hot teenaged-but-legally adult children, to take part in onehot teenaged-but-legally adult children, to take part in one

of our many adult-entertainment related reality feeds!of our many adult-entertainment related reality feeds!

Lance: Court cases pending, the dream-poweredLance: Court cases pending, the dream-powered
FULB-NETWORK has been a vital part of Bozztown’sFULB-NETWORK has been a vital part of Bozztown’s

society for almost two decades now!society for almost two decades now!



Lance: Your family is compenstated and you stillLance: Your family is compenstated and you still
can interact with them virtually and when the time comes,can interact with them virtually and when the time comes,
you all can experience near-immortality on the network!you all can experience near-immortality on the network!

Lance: FULB-NET LITE is a gadget that exchanges 10%Lance: FULB-NET LITE is a gadget that exchanges 10%
of your brain for access to the network!of your brain for access to the network!

Mae: And you can’t even see your panty-line when you wear one!Mae: And you can’t even see your panty-line when you wear one!

Lance: But what if you just want to visit the network? What ifLance: But what if you just want to visit the network? What if
you need the power of the FULB-NETWORK to power a local you need the power of the FULB-NETWORK to power a local 

project without the added bonus of giving up your body?project without the added bonus of giving up your body?

Lance: One of the benefits of the fullLance: One of the benefits of the full
FULB-NET lifestyle is that you give up your physicalFULB-NET lifestyle is that you give up your physical
body for near-immortality in the FULB-NETWORK!body for near-immortality in the FULB-NETWORK!



Lance: For years, the BOZZIAN work force has been able to Lance: For years, the BOZZIAN work force has been able to 
pass through the wall and bring us the shipments of materials pass through the wall and bring us the shipments of materials 

that we need to keep a large city like Bozztown running.that we need to keep a large city like Bozztown running.

Lance: Opportunities for someone like you, trapped inside the Lance: Opportunities for someone like you, trapped inside the 
endless boredom and unhappiness of Bozztown, are few and endless boredom and unhappiness of Bozztown, are few and 

far between, this may be your only chance to be a star!far between, this may be your only chance to be a star!

Lance: But what about you? Are you one of theLance: But what about you? Are you one of the
richies who can afford one of the new fangledrichies who can afford one of the new fangled

phones to talk to the outside world?phones to talk to the outside world?

Lance: I know, I know, recent advances in “technology” have Lance: I know, I know, recent advances in “technology” have 
found a way through the mystical protective wall to establish found a way through the mystical protective wall to establish 
direct communication with the outside world for an hour a day.direct communication with the outside world for an hour a day.



Mae: Because I’m SUPERSTAR MAE NEVA, and I’m joiningMae: Because I’m SUPERSTAR MAE NEVA, and I’m joining
Lance as the new star of ‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM, nowLance as the new star of ‘RETRO, RETRO, RETRO’ TM, now

100% panty-line free, and airing EXCLUSIVELY on FLUB-NET!100% panty-line free, and airing EXCLUSIVELY on FLUB-NET!

Lance: FULB-NET, give up, give in,Lance: FULB-NET, give up, give in,
and you too can be a STAR!and you too can be a STAR!
What do you have to lose?What do you have to lose?

Mae: And I’d know allMae: And I’d know all
about that, Lance!about that, Lance!

Lance: Why’s that, Mae? Lance: Why’s that, Mae? 


